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Introduction
Choosing and implementing a new brokerage technology can be a difficult 
undertaking. There are a lot of options out there: How do you know you’re 
making the right decision? What are you getting for your money? What are 
your peers using? 

The easy answer to that last question is this: Thousands of them use Apto. 
Not only do we serve 600+ brokerages, .we’re the CRM of choice for five of 
the seven largest CRE brands, including Avison Young, Colliers, Cushman & 
Wakefield | Thalhimer, NAI Global and SVN.

At Apto, we seek to rise above the noise. We believe in our product, but you 
don’t have to take our word for it. To help you understand exactly how Apto 
can benefit your business, read on to see how it has already benefited many 
of your peers. 
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Lee Wheeler
President  and Director  |  Wheeler  Commercial

Wheeler Commercial is a commercial real estate team in Southeast Texas with extensive experience in 
commercial, industrial and investment real estate. They provide a broad range of services, and they work to 
aggressively represent clients and save them as much money as possible while still meeting their goals in a 
timely and professional manner.

Constantly striving for improvement, the team fully embraces technology as an integral part of providing an 
exceptional and professional commercial real estate experience. When it comes to utilizing a CRM system, 
Lee Wheeler of Wheeler Commercial believes Apto to be second to none.



I’ve used several CRM systems in the past, including Realhound and ACT!, and Apto is absolutely the best. 
Neither of those had a mobile option or were all-inclusive. We ended up migrating our data from Realhound, 
and the process went great. The implementations process with Apto was better than anything I’ve ever 
experienced. They take the time to walk you through the system and empower you to be successful using it.

We’re using it for CRM and Deal Management, and we also use the Back Office for accounting. Apto is 
extremely robust, and it’s great to know that their support team is there to help us as we continue to utilize 
it within the team.

The biggest value to us and to our clients is the ability to have everything linked in a central database that 
is quickly accessible. There’s no more digging through emails for information related to a property or offer; 
it’s all there in Apto. It also saves us time because it’s easy to track what we need to do within each stage of 
the deal.

The Deal Pipeline is my favorite part of Apto because it tracks exactly where you’re at, and everything is tied 
together. I’m a fan and firm believer in the power of Apto!
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Wil Catlin
Managing Director  &  Senior  Par tner  |  Boston Realt y  Advisors

Boston Realty Advisors is a leading Boston-based, full-service independent commercial real estate brokerage 
and consulting firm providing its clients an entrepreneurial approach with institutional expertise.



With a team of about 65 people that is growing very quickly, we needed to implement a web-based system 
that was real estate-specific and could link records to each other. For example, in Apto I can pull up any 
building in our system and see tours, owners, previous owners, occupants, spaces, floors and comps. You can 
drill down as far as you wantto get the data you need. The reporting functionality is also extremely powerful. 
I can pull a list of Boston Class B properties with 5-15K square feet, or a list of building owners on those 
properties.

We’ve used other databases such as ACT! and Infusionsoft, but neither of these were meeting our needs. ACT! 
is a linear database, but we have non-linear data. And Infusionsoft provided some of what we needed but was 
not designed for real estate. Ultimately we decided to move to Apto because of its ability to link and relate 
records and because it was designed for a commercial real estate workflow. The developers at Apto know 
what they’re doing, and I would recommend Apto to other brokerages over using a generic CRM or trying to 
develop one in-house.

The team at Apto has also been very helpful during our implementation and with answering questions when 
we call in for support. Apto eliminates a lot of manual data entry and provides the information we need in 
real time. When you do over 80 leases in a year, being able to access up-to-date information instantly, from 
anydevice, is critical!
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Dylan Simon
Seattle  Mult ifamily  Investment Sales  |  Coll iers  International

Dylan Simon specializes in representing buyers and sellers of multifamily assets in Seattle and the Puget 
Sound region.



I’ve been using Apto for almost two years, and I immediately saw value in the software. It’s a great way to 
organize and leverage information. The system is aligned with my business as a broker, and with Apto the 
otherwise high entrance barrier to a new database was eliminated. Prior to Apto I was using FileMaker which 
was not meeting my needs. I evaluated a few different systems and chose Apto because it was architected 
for commercial real estate. Also, it was not cost prohibitive and it was easy to set up.

I’ve found it immensely helpful to my business and I use it every day. It integrates with other systems I use 
which allows me to do mapping and create market studies. Business intelligence is key in commercial real 
estate and I appreciate the analytics and data visualization I’m able to see with Apto. I can easily query the 
database to find properties that meet buyer’s needs, and it’s also a great way to track inventory of potential 
properties to sell.

I see Apto as a sales advantage. It saves time and helps us serve our clients better, which also translates into 
more revenue. We are extremely pleased with Apto and highly recommend it to other commercial real estate 
brokers.”
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Annie Koch
Vice President  |  Av ison Young -  Chicago

The Avison Young Office in suburban Chicago specializes in the industrial space. The team works on the 
lease side and the sales side, both tenant representation and agency.



Can you tell us a little bit about your office and why you decided to use Apto?
Our office specializes in the industrial space and we work on the lease side and the sales side, both tenant 
representation and agency. When we decided we needed a CRM, we began to evaluate platforms and we 
ended up choosing Apto very quickly. We were familiar with Salesforce, and the commercial real estate overlay 
Apto provides was exactly what we needed. Price was also a factor, as we found it to be very reasonable. We 
had buy-in from the entire team, and everyone was committed to using Apto so that we could maximize its 
capabilities.

How has your experience with Apto been?
From the start, we’ve had a phenomenal experience. We initially did a major data cleanup before importing 
everything into Apto and the implementation process was very smooth. In the first six months, we reached 
out to the Apto team a lot. They answered all our questions and also taught us how to add customization 
ourselves which was extremely helpful and has saved us a lot of time.

Apto makes complete sense for the way our business works. For example, we use it to track our lease 
assignments. We start with a property, convert it to an assignment, then to a space and finally to a comp after 
the deal is closed. Our team logs everything in Apto and uses the mobile app as well. We work out of Outlook 
and use LinkPoint with Apto, which allows us to track emails to any record in Apto and sync all of our contacts.

What would you say to others considering Apto?
We joke that we used to wake up in the middle of the night wondering if we forgot to do something important! 
But that doesn’t happen anymore because we’re able to set reminders in Apto and everything is logged. If 
we need to check that an activity was completed, we check Apto first. It‘s a great way to stay organized and 
it doesn’t require a lot of effort. Using Apto is so easy, and it’s become a habit for us!

The support team is also fantastic and very helpful. They have a very quick turnaround time, and we really 
appreciate that support is included in the price. Apto has saved us time and we feel that it is money well 
spent.
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Scott Edelstein
Vice President ,  Investments  |  Peter  Von Der  Ahe +   Par tners

Operating within Marcus & Millichap, the nation's largest investment sales firm, Peter Von Der Ahe + Partners 
specializes in the New York multifamily commercial real estate market. 

With a lean staff of about 27 people, including fifteen brokers and twelve support staff, the team is 
constantly looking to automate business processes and focus on revenue-generating projects and larger 
marketing initiatives.



I work on a team of about 15 people, including eight brokers and seven support staff. Our decision to move 
to Apto was based on the product’s ability to hit all three of our key objectives: increased productivity for 
agents and staff, expanded capability for tracking and reporting on the state of our business and building a 
technological infrastructure that would allow us to scale for years to come. One challenge was getting users 
to capture cleaner data with less work. How could we streamline work flows and improve data integrity? And 
as our team and business grew, it exacerbated the problem of having a mishmash of spreadsheets, databases 
and random collections of technology. It was impossible to keep track of everything and extremely inefficient 
to maintain and scale.

As we transitioned from a local SQL-based database product to Apto, we gained the ability to customize and 
with that, the ability to more effectively run our entire business. Incorporating most, if not all, of our business 
processes and keeping them all in one place allows us to spend more time talking to clients instead of 
tracking projects or having tasks fall through the cracks.

When we first installed Apto, we were focused on making day-to-day business as painless as possible. Now 
we’re looking for ways to do even more with it. Much of our activity crosses different categories in Salesforce: 
talking to a client about a listing, also talking about a product they are buying, etc. so it can be challenging to 
get it all straight. This is why we went with Apto, since 1) it was developed by a commercial real estate broker, 
and 2) it speaks directly to us. We sell investment real estate and Apto tracks our properties, proposals, listings, 
escrows and sales comps as well as our client interactions. Essentially, “out of the box” it includes most of the 
functionality we would have had to build ourselves.

This is just the beginning. We now have an opportunity to scale that wasn’t clear before. Since launch, we 
have reduced the time it took to clean and improve our data dramatically. For brokers, the sales cycles are 
really long and we are working over the next quarter to roll out additional functionality like call scripting and 
automated lead generation. By automating our business processes, we can keep our staff lean and mean and 
allow key personnel to focus on revenue generating projects and larger marketing initiatives.

It’s important to mention another element that makes Apto very powerful - the ability to add other apps 
from the appexchange. We are leveraging Apto’s capability by incorporating other apps like Cloud Extend, 
Drawloop, and Geopointe. Each of the apps integrates with the system and makes Apto exponentially more 
powerful in the same way great apps make smart phones more powerful.
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Aron Susman
Co-founder  & CFO |  TheSquareFoot

TheSquareFoot is a technology-enabled commercial real estate brokerage serving the space needs of 
businesses across the country. Businesses can search for office space and then connect with TheSquareFoot’s 
brokerage team to tour spaces, get questions answered and walk through the leasing process.
 
Each broker at TheSquareFoot is working with 15-20 clients at any given time so they knew right away they 
needed a powerful CRM to organize data and keep track of deals.



What challenges did you face prior to using Apto?
Our main challenge is the high volume of deals our team is working on. Since we’re not prospecting in the 
traditional sense, each of our brokers are working with up to 20 clients at a time. We needed something that 
could quickly show us our pipeline but was also specific to CRE.  We had used a couple other CRMs in the past 
but they weren’t commercial real estate specific, and they weren’t meeting our needs.  
 
How has Apto helped alleviate these challenges?
With Apto we’re able to track leads coming in, key clients, and closed deals all within one platform. We know 
when we need to be following up with clients, and we track those activities in the system. It’s also great to be 
able to understand where our deals are at in the pipeline. Each of our analysts and brokers are able to have 
their own customized dashboards which helps everyone stay organized.
 
How has Apto affected your business?
We use Apto in every area of our business; it’s integrated with our website and marketing system. I really like 
how malleable it is. The reporting options are very customizable, and our Apto org can evolve as our business 
evolves. For example, we track where our leads are coming from and we’re able to assign certain leads to the 
appropriate brokers. We’re also able to track the information we need on properties and spaces.
 
How has your overall experience been?
It’s been great! We’re really happy with the technology and also the service. I’ve worked with several members of 
the support team who are always available and helpful when we have questions. Meagan has been especially 
helpful in setting up our processes within Apto. We’re adding on two more users this month and plan to 
continue using Apto for our business. We would not be able to do our work without Apto!
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Justin Tunnell
Broker  |  TNRG

TNRG is a Houston-based firm with a line of services that brings together the brokerage, development, 
management and construction sides of the real estate field. 



I’ve been using Apto for over a year now and I really like the flexibility and the ability to customize it for specific 
business processes; which the Apto support team has been incredibly helpful in building. The business 
development console is a great feature that we use to organize our prospect and task lists.  From one screen 
you can access previous notes, input new information, schedule follow-up tasks and move to the next call.  
Apto integrates with our VOIP phone system, so coupling the features of the business development console 
with the VOIP “click-to-call” functionality drastically simplifies prospecting by phone. 
 
With Apto everything is tied together; an owner can be tied to multiple properties in various capacities. 
Business owners with multiple locations may own several properties but also lease several others.  Apto      
allows me to organize and understand portfolios in a manner not available in the other CRMs we considered.  
All the relevant contact info, activity records, property data, and documents are tied together between the 
properties, owners, and tenants. When it’s time to create offers, the addition of available apps for document 
creation cut down on time and errors as we work through the transaction process.
 
On the back-end of the transactions we use Apto to book every deal, scrub the data, and save each comp.  
This allows us to build a more accurate and robust database, as well as utilize the workflow rules to automate 
reminders in advance of every lease expiration.  Five years ago, being this kind of organized required a dedicated 
staff.
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Rahul Bijlani
Vice President ,  Investments  |  Yu Bij lani  Hospitalit y

Rahul Bijlani helps lead the #1 National Hospitality Group team at Marcus & Millichap nationwide. 



What challenges did you face prior to using Apto?
Several. From basic things like IT to making any sort of report—it seemed like you needed a programming 
background or expensive tech support. Earlier we also had to worry about the number of licenses, syncing 
records across different computers and team members, etc.

How has Apto  helped alleviate these challenges?
Apto lives in the cloud, so there are no IT issues, whether for single users on multiple computers, multiple 
team members, mobile phone access, etc. Also, syncing, data access and report generation is automatic and 
instantaneous--we don't have to think about it, it just works.

Can you share with us measureable results?
There are so many to pick from! Like the ability to track team activity along the brokerage continuum. For 
example, creating a marketing update for a client is a one-click operation: we can immediately see how many 
principals were contacted, how many packages were sent out, what feedback was received, how many tours 
were arranged, what offers came in, etc. Another example: tracking buyer needs has become a lot easier, 
because we can track buyer preferences, last contacted dates, broker engagement through different views 
and reports.

What would you say to others considering Apto?
It’s a relatively inexpensive experiment to try Apto out for a little while, with a potentially huge upside. At 
least for our team-based brokerage environment, it completely changed the way we did business, and it was 
apparent in the first week that our business was going to accelerate if we stuck with it.
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Catherine Thompson
Executive  V ice President ,  Co-Managing  Director  |  Cushman & Wakef ield -  Boston

Cushman & Wakefield in Boston delivers commercial real estate services to meet the needs of a diverse 
client base, including large corporations as well as some of the region’s most prestigious firms, life science 
companies and start-ups.



Our staff has grown 500% in the last year, and as we started to grow we realized that we needed a system 
that everyone would be able to use. When we were a small team, we had individuals using different systems 
such as GoldMine, ACT! and Excel/Access. We realized the individual setup was not efficient and looked for a 
solution to keep everything in one place.

Our requirements were that it had to be web-based for mobile access, our data needed to be secure, and 
we needed to be able to relate properties to contacts. The evaluation process consisted of looking at roughly 
twenty databases and getting feedback from others in the industry. We had heard good things about Apto 
and we liked that it was built on Salesforce. We also wanted something that made sense for our industry 
and was not a generic CRM. A specific point of frustration was that we were always having to come up with 
“workarounds” for tracking the data in the way we needed to.

We’ve been on the Apto platform for over a year, and our team uses it on a regular basis. We really like that 
you can see a complete history of a property with related contacts, activities, comps, and tenants.

When we first came on board, we had a lot of data we needed to migrate into Apto. We found Apto to be 
very accessible during the implementation process and appreciated that they took the time to answer all our 
questions.

We use Apto on a day-to-day basis, and when we have questions we’re able to reach out to their support team. 
We have always received a quick response, and the support reps are very knowledgeable about the product. 
We’ve also taken advantage of the training videos and live webinars they have available for customers. I 
would recommend Apto to any brokerage looking for a system to manage their relationships, properties and 
pipeline!
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David Maling
Senior  V ice President ,  L A |  Coll iers  International

David Maling, together with his brother Chris Maling, at Colliers International have over 42 years of investment 
real estate experience. Though their primary focus is selling retail properties, they have extensive experience 
in representing lenders/servicers across the country on the disposition of REO assets. His group was named 
Colliers 2012 Top Ten Producer and selected as #1 in retail investment.



How has Apto improved your business?
For me, it is about two major components: simplicity and visibility. My deals flow through the pipeline from 
one stage to the next (Prospects/Properties, Proposals, Listings, Escrows and Closings). It is important that 
the entire (Maling) team can see exactly what stage of the pipeline each deal is in and can be continuously 
updated on the progress. The global search bar and mobile accessibility are a few of the simple, easy to use 
features that allow me to quickly access all of my data wherever I am, which further increases the efficiency 
and effectiveness in all business matters. Having a cloud-based program that stores my data and allows me 
to access it from anywhere is great!

What would you say to a colleague who was considering using Apto?
The same thing I’ve said to all of my colleagues who have asked me in the past and joined me in switching over 
to Apto: It’s simple and the support at Apto understands your needs. The founders used to work in commercial 
real estate so this database program was designed for commercial real estate brokers. The support is excellent 
because they speak my language and understand real estate terms and needs!
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Jeffrey Fript
Senior  Associate  |  Marcus  & Mill ichap

Jeff Fript is a Senior Associate at Marcus & Millichap’s Houston office and is an Associate Director in the 
National Multi-Housing Group. Since Jeff’s start in 2005, he has been recognized numerous times including 
being named as one of the Top Ten Sales Agents in Houston as well as #1 Multi-Family Agent in Houston 
(2010-2012).



What did you use prior to Apto and what challenges did you face?
Prior to Apto, I had used REA. I originally started using REA because I didn’t know any better,  wasn’t sure 
what I was looking for or what would best benefit my brokerage. I experienced too many inefficient data 
entry issues as well as the inability to find data quickly while on the phone with a client. I would have to use 
multiple screens, which turned any simple task into something unnecessarily laborious.

What challenges did you face prior to using Apto?
Our main challenge is the high volume of deals our team is working on. Since we’re not prospecting in the 
traditional sense, each of our brokers are working with up to 20 clients at a time. We needed something that 
could quickly show us our pipeline but was also specific to CRE. We had used a couple other CRMs in the past 
but they weren’t commercial real estate specific, and they weren’t meeting our needs.

What made you decide to make the switch to Apto?
All I needed was a conversation with the developers of Apto. Within minutes I was able to see how it was 
much more intuitive than any other system I had seen. Apto allows you to do so much more than you are 
used to with any other CRM; it’s completely streamlined.

How has Apto  affected your business?
By switching to Apto, my business has become more effective and more efficient. Every day I am able to 
escape time-consuming hassles and am overall more proficient. Saving time is what it’s about, as time is 
money.

How has your overall experience been since switching to Apto?
Very good! I haven’t even began to scratch the surface of everything that I can do with Apto, but with their 
webinars and great support, I know that I always have the resources available to learn anything I need to, 
quickly.

What would you say to others considering Apto?
Definitely use Apto because it’s great! It makes doing business so much more simplified as you constantly 
have access to all of your vital information. You are able to quickly and efficiently find anything you need, from 
a client’s phone number to the details of the last conversation.
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Matthew McGregor
Senior  V ice President  of  Seat tle ,  Washington |  Coll iers  International

Matthew McGregor specializes in representing tenants across the United States and abroad. He has been 
involved in transactions totalling more than 24 million square feet. His primary expertise has been focused 
on transaction management. In addition, Matthew has managed strategic site selection as well as state and 
local incentives negotiations. He holds an SIOR designation and is certified in logistics; some of his past clients 
include Shutterfly.com, O’Reilly Automotive, Expeditors, Principal Global Investors, Prologis, Clarion Partners 
and DCT Industrial.



What was life like before Apto?
I started using Salesforce in 2008 and had to undergo a lengthy and expensive development process. In 
addition to that, I paid large fees for training on the platform. Anytime I wanted to make a change or needed 
help, I had to hire a third party to step in and assist. One of the major issues was the lack of CRE understanding 
from our developers.
 
What has the team at Apto helped you accomplish?
Since switching, I have found the platform easy to understand. The biggest improvement is the consolidation 
of my data. Prior to Apto, I was still using spreadsheets for data that couldn’t be put into my Salesforce account 
and I wasn’t syncing with Outlook. Now, everything is in one place. The fact that the guys at Apto used to 
be CRE brokers makes all the difference. They understand the business and the product and their support 
reflects that experience.
 
What would you say to someone who is considering using Apto?
It’s a no-brainer. I often tell people to “Start how you want to finish”; if you want state of the art technology to 
run your business in the future, employ those tools now.
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Mike Woldman has been a commercial real estate broker for over 16 years.  After working for a few different 
brokerages from 1997-2009, Mike opened his own company in 2010; Element Commercial Group-Rockford.

Mike Woldman
Element Commercial  Group -  Rockford



What are some of the most significant challenges you faced prior to using Apto?
I had previously tried to use a couple of different CRMs in the past; I found myself keeping track of all elements 
of my pipeline in separate places (e.g. ACT, Outlook, hard copy). I wasn’t able to keep an accurate record of my 
leads or progressions. I needed a more sophisticated way of keeping track of my deals; there was too much I 
was trying to keep organized in too many different applications and trying to store lead-related information 
in my head. I found myself losing deals due to poor tracking.
 
What initially drew you to Apto?
Prior to learning of Apto, I had decided to take the plunge with ClientLook. It sounded better than it performed.  
The language used with ClientLook [tabs] was different than I would use and trying to generate a pipeline 
proved difficult. There were related applications that were discussed with me upon signing, but after six 
months, these promises were never fulfilled. I ended up tossing it aside and essentially losing money. 
 
Knowing I needed to make a change, I began shopping around and comparing different CRMs on the market; 
Apto appeared to be the best one designed specifically for commercial real estate. It seemed to address all 
of my pain points.
 
After first demoing, what made you decide that you wanted to start with Apto?
Although Apto offered a trial, a trial wasn’t going to give me the full sense of exactly what Apto was going to 
do for my brokerage. I was able to see that Apto was designed for commercial real estate and I was no longer 
going to have to jump through hoops just to track my pipeline; the days of poor lead tracking and losing deals 
were behind me.
 
How has Apto affected your business?
I am able to track my pipeline exactly the way I need. I haven’t had time to scratch more than the surface of 
Apto but just the ability to track leads, properties, clients’ desired space requirements, etc. has been worth 
the cost. 
 
I am able to start my day by checking my phone. I log into Apto and quickly see what lead communication I 
have for the day, schedule activities, set tasks, and forget. Apto will remind me of everything I need to do to 
keep my pipeline flowing.

What would you say to others considering Apto?
I highly recommend Apto, and I have several times. There have been a number of brokers who have approached 
me regarding their desire to search for a new CRM.  Anyone ready to make a positive change for their brokerage 
needs Apto. 

Thanks Mike, is there anything else you want to add?  
Everything has been great with Apto, from the product to their support, the entire team and experience has 
been great.
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Greysteel is a commercial real estate investment services firm headquartered in Washington, D.C., with offices 
across the country in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Dallas, and Fort Worth. The company facilitates 
individual and portfolio transactions for multifamily and retail properties, including marketing and disposition, 
as well as debt, equity and structured financing.

Doug Banerjee
Senior  Director  |  Greysteel



We had an opportunity to speak with Apto power user and advocate from Greysteel, Doug Banerjee, and ask 
him how things were going with his new technology.

It’s going really well. We had a few users in our Dallas office using Apto for the last two years, and that was a 
big part of the reason why we decided to implement it company-wide. Apto offers us more flexibility than 
other CRM systems we’ve tested.
 
Apto’s implementation process was unlike anything I’ve ever experienced. The database transition was very 
smooth, and I enjoyed working with our Project Manager, Mikey. He was always quick to assist me with 
anything I needed, no matter how busy he was. He is extremely knowledgeable about Apto and is a great 
teacher for those trying to learn it.
 
Our teams enjoy using Apto because it centralizes our various business processes involving email, phone, file 
sharing and task management. Having instant reports and client information is extremely valuable to us. 
 
This saves us time because we don’t have to dig through emails, update spreadsheets or forward messages to 
get the information we need. We’re able to log notes quickly in the system, and we know that we’re pulling up 
quality information when we need it. These small improvements add up over time, allowing our professionals 
to more efficiently and effectively service clients.
 
The Chatter feature also helps with our internal communication because we can see the activity history for 
the person we’re calling.
 
Another great thing about Apto is the multiple “lookup” options and how Objects like Properties and Listings 
relate to each other. I can easily adjust profile settings so that users only see what they need. We also use the 
sharing settings across our different offices so we can track anything and everything, and make changes on 
the fly.
 
We also like that Apto integrates with a lot of other apps on the Salesforce AppExchange. For example, we use 
Cirrus Insight to track email data in Apto.
 
Overall, we think Apto is a great tool that not only helps us save time but also makes us more competitive and 
helps us provide better service to our clients.
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